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VTCT is the lead 
specialist awarding 

organisation in the hair 
and beauty industry.

We have the largest 
suite of qualifications 

covering hair and 
beauty in the UK.

We offer internationally 
recognised specialist 

qualifications at a 
range of levels.

www.vtct.org.uk

Find out more about VTCT and 
what we could offer you...
Tel:          +44(0)23 8068 4500

Email:  customerservice@vtct.org.uk
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it’s been such a busy few months 
for the Hairdressing Council – the 
Twitter Party was a hour of intense 
whirlwind messaging – thanks so 
much to everyone who took part.  
We are excited to announce a 
further party on 13th January 2014.

Lobbying Parliament has really 
stepped up and there has been 
more positive feedback from MPs 
than ever before.

it was lovely to meet so many 
registered hairdressers at salon 
international and we are privileged 
that Daniel Galvin OBe has become 
our new Patron of Honour.  

For 2014 we are asking all our 
registered hairdressers and barbers 
to use the initials sRH or sRB after 
their name – this is your entitlement 
and shows you are members of a 
professional body.

Despite an upturn in the economy, 
times are still tough and anything 
that gives you that extra edge must 
be of benefit, so make sure you use 
your registered status to help you 
gain the recognition you so richly 
deserve.

sally styles editor
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the interview
Head2Head: Chris Foster
Chris Foster Registered Barber works at the leading 
edge of contemporary hair design, breaking 
conventions, with constant innovation and flair

the business
Hellen Ward
Hellen celebrates the success and allure of the 
hairdressing industry

David Drew
More motivational business development advice

David Wright
What makes a good employer?

the news
Registered Hairdresser News 
state Registered Hairdressers making the headlines

uK student of the Year Awards
see the images and meet the winners from this 
year’s prestigious award ceremony

Paul Falltrick: HC Ambassador 
Meet the Haidressing Council’s new Ambassador

the collections
‘Graffiti’ by sophia Hilton
Creative yet beautifully feminine hair. Less about 
theme and more about feeling, sophia’s collection 
sets out to bridge the gap between the strange 
and the beautiful

‘Heartlands’ by Aveda
A collection of unfussy hair styles with loose ends, 
cuts as smooth as cornsilk, and hair colors that 
echo the setting sun

the techniques
step By step: ‘Radial’
You can recreate this fabulous style by Joico for 
your clients with our step-bystep guide

the products
Product Profiles
An array of top industry products profiled to keep 
you up to date with the latest developments 

Great Giveaways
Your chance to win some of the latest products, 
including five sets of intense Boost Treatment 
Masks from Joico
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Registered Hairdresser News
state Registered Hairdressers making the headlines
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sally styles with Rt Hon David Hanson MP and shirley Davis-Fox

shirley Davis-Fox with Nia Griffiths MP and sally styles

Congratulations to Akin 
Konizi sRH who has won 
the 2013 British Hairdresser 
of the Year at a glittering 
awards ceremony.

The British Hairdressing Awards 
are based on photographic 
entries that demonstrate the 
skills and talents of the entrant. 

As winner Akin will become 
an ambassador for British 
hairdressing, appearing on 
television, radio and in the 
national and consumer press. 

The event was compered by 
leading media personality 
David Walliams with 
entertainment provided by 
chart-topping stooshe. 

Other award winners included 
Ken Picton sRH from Cardiff, 
who was recognised for 
winning his category three 
times, and sophia Hilton sRH 
(pictured below) who won 
Newcomer of the Year. state 
Registered Hairdresser Mark 
Leeson’s salon won Artistic 
Team of the Year.  

Many congratulations to them 
all.

Akin Konizi sRH is 2013
British Hairdresser of the Year

Hairdressing Council’s 
Lobbying Continues
Hairdressing Council member shirley Davis-Fox 
has been lobbying Welsh MPs and AMs to help 
persuade Westminster of the importance of 
regulations for hairdressers in the uK.  

Her campaign has been extremely successful and 
has resulted in almost 30 meetings and a short 
debate in the Welsh Assembly senedd in Cardiff 
where Keith Davies AM spoke of the need for 
regulations.  

shirley, who is the Managing Director of isA 
Training, the largest training provider in Wales,  
also met with a number of MPs in Westminster 
along with the Hairdressing Council’s Registrar 
sally styles. it was during one of these meetings 
that Dr Hywel Francis MP agreed to hold an 
early day motion and Nia Griffith MP will lead a 
Westminster Hall Debate. sally is currently writing 
to the remainder of MPs across the uK to support 
the campaign for regulations.

“Registered hairdressers and barbers should be 
proud that they are part of this campaign to 
raise professionalism and perception towards 
our industry,” she said. “i’m very excited to see 
the beginning of change in attitude towards 
the hairdressing and barbering sector by 
Government.”

shirley said she would continue to work tirelessly 
towards the goal of registration for hairdressers 
and barbers in Wales and would visit salons 
and colleges across the country in her quest for 
support. 

sophia Hilton sRH receiving her 
award from David Walliams



if, as a registered hairdresser, you have news or a story you would like to share, send copy and images to sally@haircouncil.org.uk
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Registered Hairdresser 
Jack Howard is appointed 
international Colour Director 
at Neville Hair & Beauty
Congratulations to international hair colourist, 
Balayage expert and educator Jack Howard sRH 
who has been appointed as the international 
Colour Director for Neville Hair & Beauty. 
Following a stint in the us, Jack spent 20 months 
at Rossano Ferretti and says, “it was a really 
fantastic project building the colour department 
at the new Rossano Ferretti London salon. Now 
i’m excited to be joining the Neville group, being 
part of another great team and working in their 
amazing locations at Pont st, The Bulgari Hotel 
and st Barts.”

Jack’s new role will comprise of running the 
colour department, training and educating the 
group and of course the continuation of his 
expert Balayage services.  Jack will also continue 
to offer personal education for salons, for 
bookings see jackhoward.co.uk

The 110-year-old Novello Theatre in London had a complete change from the Mamma 
Mia set to the 2013 Tribute show.  This sensational five-act show included Mark Hayes, Zoe 
irwin, Johanna Cree Brown, Tim Hartley, Gary Hooker and Michael Young with supporting 
roles from Paul Falltrick sRH, Robert Lobetta and Trevor sorbie. 

Nicky Pope, publisher of Tribute magazine, hosted the show and welcomed MC, Robert 
Lobetta, who introduced each guest with wit, wisdom and style.

Registered Hairdresser Mark Hayes remembered Robert Lobetta’s advice to him that 
“fortune favours the brave”.  Captivating the  audience with his creative precision, the 
hair story evolved with fantastic back-stories to Mark’s themes of ‘sartorial dandies’ and 
‘subculture suedeheads’.   

Tim Hartley sRH gave the audience his unique brand of brilliance and wit and they got it 
with his beautiful ‘vie en rose’ theme. Cutting hair with breath-taking speed and precision 
and forever resisting the norm, Tim referenced John Paul Gautier  ‘the king of subversion’.  
And wielding just scissors, Tim showed how the cult of the cut is back.  

Patron of Honour Award for Daniel Galvin OBe
Registered Hairdresser and king of colour Daniel Galvin OBe was presented 
with the Hairdressing Council’s highest honour recently during an intimate 
party at his salon in London. This award comes at the end of a productive 
and progressive year for the Hairdressing Council. 

Daniel’s unwavering support to the Hairdressing Council was further 
cemented when he registered all of the hairdressers in his salon.  As only 
the second hairdresser ever to receive the prestigious accolade – the first 
being Vidal sassoon – Daniel’s involvement in the campaign has been 
instrumental.  

On receiving the award Daniel said: “The Hairdressing Council is so 
important. We must have well educated, regulated staff to attract clients 
and keep hold of them.  When i first opened my salon, it was the quality 
and talent of the staff that kept people coming back.”

Mamma Mia!  An all-
time great Tribute show
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Patent Granted to sRH
Congratulations to Registered Hairdresser Tony 
Waithe who has been granted a patent for 
his revolutionary hair dryer.  it was the fastest 
patent process ever recorded at the uK iPs (95 
days). Tony’s new hairdryer has a curved handle 
which allows hairdressers to dry clients’ hair 
without straining their wrists.  Mr Waithe said 
“My mother and sisters are all hairdressers and 
would complain about pain in their necks, backs 
and wrists. His new invention allows hairdressers 
to dry hair without the associated pain. Tony 
has taken his invention to high places and has 
received letters from Her Majesty The Queen 
and Lord salisbury congratulating him on his 
enterprise. To see the newly shaped hairdryer 
visit http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
XlYZDFltt0&feature=youtu.be

exciting New Benefit
for Registration
An exciting and new benefit for registered 
hairdressers was launched last month – every 
sRH/sRB is automatically entered into a 
prize draw to win a day shadowing an iconic 
hairdresser.  Congratulations to Rhiannon True 
who won the fantastic January prize of assisting 
Anne Veck at a photo shoot. All you need to do 
is be a current registered hairdresser to be in 
with a chance of winning a day shadowing a top 
industry name.  Winners will be told a month 
before the date of their prize. 2014’s line-up 
includes:

February  Lino Carbosiero       
March  Jack Howard             
April  Jamie stevens         
May  errol Douglas MBe  
June  Warren Holmes
July  Paul Falltrick
August  Mark Hayes
september Lisa shepherd
October  Richard Ward
November Andrew Barton
December Mark Woolley

Congratulations to Gemma Veazey sRsB who has 
recently state registered all her staff
Gemma has owned Barnetts Barbers shop in Winchester since November 2002 - starting 
her career in a kiosk that had previously been a bus stop! Gemma was proud to be the 
first state Registered senior Barber in Hampshire. The shop has recently had a refit and has 
expanded taking over the basement. 

“it’s all been done up as a wet shaving suite. The shop has been a barbers since the 1950s 
and senior citizens have been returning since they were kids,” said Gemma. “We focused 
on ensuring the team had all the professional qualifications to back up their skills. From 
traditional barbering to new trends, we pride ourselves in offering great customer service 
with all our team focused on continuing to develop their skills and raising the standards of 
barbering.”

if all your salon staff are registered and you would like to feature your salon/barber shop in 
the ‘Hairdresser’ magazine contact sally@haircouncil.org.uk

Registered Barber sheriff Mehmet and envy Barbers 
Groom Men’s Health survival Of The Fittest 2013
The team of barbers from envy Barbers, Chingford, set up at this year’s Men’s Health 
survival Of The Fittest in Central London.  The event challenges men to a colossal 10K 
unforgiving urban assault course in and around Battersea Power station.  

sheriff Mehmet sRB, owner of envy Barbers, worked alongside his team at the event village 
looking after everything from hair styling to chest hair maintenance. On being asked about 
the event sheriff said: ‘The team enjoyed the day enormously, but i don’t think we’d be able 
to cope with the survival course, we rewarded those with what we do best!’
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#getregistered

YOU’RE INVITED TO
our New Year Twitter party

Guest list of hairdressing

Lino Carbosiero @Hairbylino

celebrities

Hosted by Hairdressing Council 

@haircouncil 
and Jack Howard  

@Jackhoward_SRH

Tweet your questions to the celebrities above
Monday 

13th
 Ja n u a r y 7pm

Jamie Stevens  
@jamiestevens7
Andrew Barton  
@A_Barton

Errol Douglas MBE  
@ErrolDouglas1

Joshua Goldsworthy  
@josh_golds

Maximise your hair dressing potential 
with our elite accredited hair extension 
training. Come and discover the 
revolutionary, fast, non damaging 
system thats taking the UK by storm. 

The hair extension 
education you have 
been waiting for...

Academy

15% DISCOUNT
for Hairdressing Council Members

+44 (0) 203 416 5136
info@extensionprofessional.co.uk
@Extension_pro
Extension Professional
Extension_pro

Registered Hairdresser Kai Wan celebrates 
10 years with Revamp & shopping evening
Hot off the heels of work at London Fashion week and rubbing 
shoulders with The saturday’s Vanessa White at Queensgate shopping 
Centre’s Autumn Fashion Fix, the P.Kai salon in Hampton, Peterborough 
celebrated 10 years in business with a shopping evening.  A queue of 
enthusiastic clients thronged outside the entrance before walking the 
red carpet to see the salon’s new look, while some of the uK’s leading 
brands were on hand to give advice and consultations, including a 
top ghd educator, a Wella Colour Pod for the latest developments and 
trends in hair colour, hair loss specialists from Nioxin and sebastian 
Products.

Guests enjoyed drinks and nibbles while a host of special offers and 
prize draws took place, with donations made to charity and the first 
100 attendees nabbing a goody bag containing over £30 worth of 
products.  salon owner Kai told us “we love an excuse to have a great 
get together with our team and clients to share what we do and love 
every day.  it’s been a really busy and exciting year, so there is lots to 
celebrate.”

Marc Antoni ride 100 miles to beat cancer
Over 30 of the team at Marc Antoni, joined 7,000 cyclists in London’s 
largest charity cycling event  riding between 26 and 100 miles to 
raise money for Leukaemia and Lymphoma Research. The team at 
Marc Antoni have already raised over £6500 for this charity and this 
amount is still rising. This year cyclists started and finished at the 
Royal Hospital Chelsea where live music and a great atmosphere 
could be enjoyed.   

This is a cause extremely close to owner and registered hairdresser 
Bruno Marc Giamattei’s heart as his brother simon was diagnosed 
with the Leukaemia in early 2013.  staff have also been raising 
money by selling raffle tickets with amazing prizes and Bruno 
commented, “once again our staff have been absolutely amazing, 
all part of one unstoppable team rallying round to raise money for 
a cause that is just so close to our hearts. i’m really grateful to each 
and every one of them.”  

To make a donation log onto http://www.justgiving.com/teams/
marcantoni
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Business and industry expert Hellen 
Ward, in partnership with City & Guilds, 
has a series of books for salon managers 
including: 

Getting Established covers the legalities 
of setting up a salon and the red tape 
involved, and focuses on business plans 
and brand visions, looking at branding, 
PR and marketing. 

Managing Finances looks at getting 
to grips with the numbers, focusing 
on profitability, increasing turnover 
and controlling costs, to give a real 
understanding of salon finances.

Team Performance addresses all aspects 
of creating, managing, growing and 
developing a team and looks at installing 
structure, systems and procedures to 
monitor and optimise individual financial 
performance.

For further information, please visit
www.ultimatesalonmanagement.com

i’ve always shared a scary statistic in my 
management training – the 80/20 rule. Whilst 
most people are familiar with it (you wear 
20% of your wardrobe 80% of the time, for 
instance) they often forget that it applies to 
people as well as things. i know in managing 
my team that i often spend 80% of my time 
dealing with the 20% of employees who at 
times, zap me of my energy. The remainder 
happily plod along and aren’t so, ahem, time 
consuming…

What has struck me recently is that the 80/20 
rule also applies to clients in the same way.  
And sometimes we have to ‘man up’ and 
learn to say NO. 

Picture the scenario; a client of the salon who 
(for some historical reason) gets a substantial 
discount on her services. These days, we’re 
very savvy with how to operate any discount 
cards – they are strictly for journalists and 
renewed on a six-monthly basis – so we can 
really gauge how much the journalist has 
done for us during the time they’ve enjoyed 
the discount. After all, everybody knows that 
there’s no such thing as a free lunch. Most 
salons have someone who visits them often 
and for whatever reason, doesn’t pay the 
‘rack rate’ – i know we are not alone. ending 
someone’s seemingly never-ending discount 
is not easy – and something that’s constantly 
under debate with our management team. 

However, if someone is enjoying a discount, 
they sometimes behave in a totally 
inappropriate manner. They sometimes just 
don’t ‘get it’. Think of this – you manage to 
get a ‘mates rates’ airline ticket. You only 
manage to fly after all the full price paying 
customers check in. Once they do, you may 
have to sit with the crew. You might not get 
a meal, you certainly won’t get a free drink. 
But you understand all that because you’re 
enjoying a cheapie. You don’t complain. You 
do the opposite – you are grateful that you 
were able to travel. You shut up and get off 
with your pocket a little fuller than it would 
have been. 

The Loss Leader
some people don’t get that when they are 
enjoying discount, they have to take a bit of 
a back seat too. Full price paying customers 
have to come first. if they are lucky enough 
not to pay the going rate they need to 
behave themselves. But sometimes they get 
this a*** about face. They actually think that 
the discount gives them a licence to behave 
like a Diva. 

so back to the story – the client concerned 
was exhibiting delusions of grandeur. Always 
20 minutes late, resulting in stressed-out 
colour technicians and teary receptionists, 
she had the meltdown to end all meltdowns 
at reception and practically snarled “Do you 
know who i am?”

Time for a showdown. i rang her and gently 
listened whilst she dug herself a bigger grave 
by moaning about everything – the junior 
looking over her shoulder to see what she 
was watching on her iPad was one complaint 
(poor thing was clearly trying to get some 
common ground and start a conversation), 
then it continued. Nobody could arrange her 
blow dry, the colour was wrong, etc, etc.

“Here’s the thing,” i said. “i’ve been kind 
enough to give you discount on the premise 
that you know how it all works – you send 
me loads of customers and you look after 
my team. But full price clients come first. The 
knock-on effect of you permanently running 
20 minutes late has everybody upset and 
my next customer suffering. it’s not OK to 
text to say that you are running late, because 
you’ve not only booked the time that i 
cannot re-sell but it affects the service we 
can provide to the following client. if you are 
late your experience will be compromised. 
As frustrating as that might be to you, it’s 
not OK to have a meltdown at my desk and 
leave my staff in tears. i expect you to respect 
your discount, to appreciate you are getting 
a hugely reduced bill and be appreciative and 
understanding. To ‘fall in’ – not to stick out.”

she was dying a thousand deaths at the other 
end of the phone. she tried to tell me it wasn’t 
that bad but i was able to tell her that i heard 
it for myself. The penny didn’t finally just drop, 
it made a deafening thud. 

i don’t know whether she will ever come back. 
Maybe my salutary phone call will teach her 
a lesson; maybe she’ll be too embarrassed to 
return. Maybe she’ll atone for her behaviour 
and finally understand that we are running a 
business and selling time and her disrespect 
for it will not be tolerated.

Whatever happens – she got busted. i heard 
her screeching and wailing for myself and 
her inexcusable behaviour can’t and won’t be 
justified or tolerated. My team are happy – 
i’ve stood up for them when it mattered and 
showed them that i will not allow anyone to 
disrespect them.

And do you know what? Whether she comes 
back or not, it feels good and right. 

As adults, the thing we seem to learn more as we get older is that it’s ok to sometimes say NO. in fact, it’s quite empowering. 

NO!Hellen Ward the business
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Registered multi award-winning barber Chris Foster is renowned for 
pushing traditional barbering well beyond its conventional boundaries. 
He has brought his extraordinary conceptual talents to the world’s leading 
hairdressing brands and is a celebrated international platform stylist. 
Did you always know you wanted to be a barber and how did you first get 
into barbering? My love for barbering began as a result of work experience 
i arranged when i was at secondary school (in the 90s – showing my age!). 
Hair pattern work in barbering was a massive trend at the time. i 
found it fascinating watching barbers become Master Craftsmen, 
producing amazing artwork in hair. instantly i was hooked and 
the love affair and my passion for hair seems to just grow and 
grow. Whilst in the trade i wanted to make a difference in this 
part of the industry; i felt for years that barbering had played 
second fiddle to hairdressing.  i felt that there was a perception 
that it wasn’t as creative or the opportunities weren’t as great 
in barbering – most people just thought of barbering as being 
a bit of short back and sides. i wanted a hand in changing that 
perception as there is so much creative scope, and by sticking 
and focusing in this area i believed i could develop something 
new and interesting. so i established my own training academy 
– The Foss Academy, for elite barbering education; and i also 
developed the Foss Academy App, which is a supplementary training tool 
designed to support course education. i’m so happy and proud that things are 
really changing in the world of barbering, which is now celebrated within our 
industry so much more.

Were any other members of your family in the barbering business? When 
i started out as a barber i never realised that any of my family members were 
from this industry. i was 19 years old and i had been barbering for three years, 
and around this time i had to attend the funeral of my grandfather in Jamaica. 
sadly, i didn’t have a relationship with him. While at his funeral his eulogy was 
read out, to my astonishment in his community he was called “barber man”. My 
mother failed to tell me that he was from the very same industry!  i find it quite 
amazing how i’ve managed to follow in my grandfather’s footsteps without 
realising it. One could only say that barbering is definitely in the blood. even 
now my niece is a hairdresser and my nephew is a barber - i find it quite strange 
how things work out!

Apart from barbering, do you have any hobbies?  i’m a big fan of cycling, 
i’m a big fan of working out - i love spinning classes and generally keeping fit 
(i’m not sure if this is a hobby!). i recently completed an eight-hour continuous 
spin class for charity…. i loved every minute of it! There is one thing that i have 
let fall to the wayside though, and that is my love for art and photography - 
something that i must find time to rekindle.

What is your single greatest memory in your chosen career? 
setting a goal of becoming a session stylist! even though barbers don’t 
necessarily do session work i have been blessed in my career, i’ve managed 
to head up shows in New York, Moscow and London Fashion Week. i’ve also 
being involved with shows in some amazing venues including the Royal Albert 
Hall; and in countries like Ghana and Nigeria, all with wonderful memories. 
i remember one show that i was involved in: in Nigeria it was a fashion and 

Head2Head

Chris
FOSTER

music extravaganza with performances from Jay-Z, Rihanna, Chris Brown, Mary 
J Blige, Fat Joel and usher. The show had 50 models flown in from all around 
the world including iconic names such as Tyson Bedford and Naomi Campbell. 
i recall that the clothes for the show were not delivered until the day before 
the main event, due to problems of getting clothing through customs. At this 
time it was touch and go whether we were going to do the show, because we 
had no time to prepare the outfits for all the models. i was a one-man team 
looking after the male models, which created added pressure to get everything 

completed in time. The decision was taken to go ahead and 
prepare for the show, this meant that myself and the design 
team had to work through the night to tailor all the outfits and 
prep the models for the show the next day - working through 
the night and through the day to get them ready….  24 hours 
without any sleep. i loved the fact that this was such a great 
challenge. On the day of the show, about two hours before 
rehearsals we were told that the second catwalk had not been 
built, meaning that there wasn’t a runway – without which there 
would be no fashion show! This didn’t faze me because i got to 
chill out and spend time backstage with some of the biggest 
names in the music industry… result! We still managed to do a 
show in another part of Nigeria seven hours later than planned 
at 3am in the morning! something i’ll never forget. Oh and 

there’s a lot more to that story!

Has anyone inspired you during your career? Audie Cummings had a major 
influence in me becoming a barber and the man i am today. He had an amazing 
work ethic and was extremely creative; i learnt so much from working with him, 
he is a true gentleman and a great man. i recall i singularly focused on doing 
everything i could to work for Audie Cummings; i worked for free for a whole 
summer - six months just to prove my dedication to the art of barbering. it paid 
off; i believe it was the best investment i’ve ever made.

You are a state registered barber – do you still believe the campaign for 
registration is relevant? i am indeed a state Registered barber. i believe it 
is important for our industry to be professional and to maintain the highest 
standards for our craft. i started barbering with no qualifications and worked 
for two years without any, but i recognise the importance of being qualified and 
to be taken seriously within this industry. so i stopped working to study for my 
hairdresser/barbering NVQ. Being a state Registered hairdresser or barber can 
set you apart from your peers, it shows your professionalism and dedication to 
your craft. Those practising without any qualifications or experience can give 
the rest of us a bad name; i think the idea of everyone being registered like a 
doctor is a brilliant one. i am fully behind it! 

What do you dislike? The word NO! everything is possible and everything is 
achievable with hard work.

What do you love most about the barbering and hairdressing industry? 
Variety - i just love being able to cut hair one day, be training the next, and to 
be working on a photo shoot the day after that - variety truly is the spice of life.

What advice would you give to young barbers starting out? Be exceptional, 
be passionate, be inspired!
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FOSTER Hair by Chris Foster  |  Photography by Andy KruczekCHRis FOSTER
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This collection represents
creative yet beautifully feminine 
hair. Less about theme and more 
about feeling, sophia’s collection 
sets out to bridge the gap 
between the strange and
the beautiful. 

Hair  sophia Hilton sRH
 for Brooks+Brooks

Make-up  Mary Jane Frost
 and Dani Junisberj

Products  L’Oréal

Photos Jenny Hands
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Once again, the uK student of the Year Awards had excited and 
nervous students contending the Level 2 and Level 3 competitions. 
This prestigious competition run by the Hairdressing Council 
in association with L’Oréal Professionnel and VTCT has grown 
enormously in popularity over the past few years and those who 
reached the final had already competed against hundreds of other 
students.

The finalists arrived at the L’Oréal studios in Hammersmith where 
they had 50 minutes to create their finished look. They then had 
an interview in front of three judges which is what makes this 
competition so different from others.  The marks for both the 
practical and interview were combined to find the overall winners. 
The winners are expected to be ambassadors for the Hairdressing 
Council during their winning year.

Congratulations to all who contested the final and to the two 
winners, Josh Parr (Level 3) from Reflections Training and Danielle 
Cooper (Level 2) from Jet Hairdressing. The two winners were 
announced on the HJ stage at salon international by Andrew Barton 
and Lisa shepherd in front of a large audience. 

Danielle Cooper said: “i was excited and nervous because it was my 
first big competition. i felt a little more at ease when we got into the 
competition room. i enjoyed styling my model’s hair and overall it 
was a fun day. it didn’t feel real when i won, i was so shocked and 
happy at the same time.

uK student of the    Year Awards 2013
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“it was such a confidence boost to win and amazing to have Andrew 
Barton and Lisa shepherd announce my name and hand me my award. 
My plans for the future are to carry on to my level 3 and graduate to a 
stylist. i would like to enter more competitions and keep working hard 
and keep moving upwards!”

Josh Parr said: “The whole day was a new and amazing experience. 
When the judges announced me as the winner i couldn’t have been 
happier. it has without doubt been the highlight of my career in 
hairdressing so far, and i am extremely excited to see what opportunities 
will come from this achievement.

“My inspiration was a glam rock theme. i chose to do a really 
disconnected heavily textured haircut, with slices of bright colours going 
from the crown through to the fringe.

“The highlight of my day was presenting my model on stage, meeting 
the judges, and, obviously, winning the competition. My ultimate goal 
is to eventually cut and style gents hair for photoshoots and TV. i would 
like to thank everyone at Moda Hairdressing, Barbering at Francos and 
Reflections training academy.”

All finalists received gifts from Denman, Fudge, GHD, Goldwell, 
Hairsecret 360, Joico, Kerastraight, KMs, L’Oreal, Macadamia, Reamin, 
structure, and Wella. And the winners also received an iPad, a day 
shadowing Andrew Barton at his Covent Garden salon, course vouchers 
from Wella and the chance to work with the Habia skills Academy 
arranged by VTCT. 

For information on how to enter next year’s awards or to register your 
interest please visit www.haircouncil.org.uk or contact jo@haircouncil.org.uk

uK student of the    Year Awards 2013
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stepbystep
You can recreate this fabulous style by Joico for your clients with our step-bystep guide

The back of the head utilises horizontal graduation. 
section hair from the crown to the nape. First 
parting is the shortest in length. Take a horizontal 
parting and cut to the desired length behind the ear. 
The hair is slightly longer and overdirected behind 
the ear to maintain length. Position head slightly 
downward to access nape area easily.

Repeat the same process on the 
opposite side (note that model’s left 
nape side was completed before 
moving to the opposite side). An 
alternative option is to cut the left and 
right sides simultaneously to ensure 
optimal balance.

Proceed to the opposite side and repeat the process. Note that this side does not
connect to the back, nape area; side and back are disconnected. (Optional) This side
is cut shorter and farther back than the opposite side. Blow-dry hair smooth using 
the wrapping technique.

Refine interior lengths by lightly
pointcutting into the hair to soften
any edges. The shape should be
fluid and seamless.

Connect the top area by taking a fine diagonal parting that extends 
from the crown area to the front hairline; this is slightly off-set and not 
centrally positioned. use the length at the crown as the guideline to 
connect to the longer front area. Continue to take diagonal partings, 
elevating from the head with no overdirection. Pivot around the head; 
the guideline is a traveling guide.

Return to the original (top) guideline
and pivot from the crown area,
overdirecting each parting to the
first guideline (work with the crown
growth pattern at all times). Note 
that this top left side of the hair is 
slightly heavier (longer) than the 
right side.

Refine the side area using a chipping 
and pointing technique; the line should 
be sharp and graphic. The overall 
silhouette should be curved and 
head-hugging.

Continue to the front fringe area. The hair has not been pre-sectioned in this instance, 
as the hair is short so it’s easier to see and pre-visualise how the hair naturally falls; this 
is vital when cutting a fringe in this manner. establish a fringe length that complements 
the individual face shape and hair texture, using the comb to stabilise the line. Note that 
model’s left side of fringe is cut back to the temple to accent the asymmetrical side area, 
enhancing the cheekbones and extending the jaw line.

Refine the nape area and hairline. Always allow the hair to fall into its natural position, especially when creating 
a tight, fitted nape. Work and enhance the natural hairline growth pattern. using the scissor-over-comb 
technique, cut the nape/hairline tight and close to the head. The nape should be the shortest point progressing 
to longer lengths at the crown area (the longest length). use a combination of scissor-over-comb, chipping and 
pointing to control the hair. The objective is to create a nape that enhances the natural growth pattern. There 
should be no lines in the nape perimeter; the hair should fade softly into the hairline.

View of cross-check. Take a diagonal parting that
extends from behind the ear to the nape area, elevate
it approximately 45 degrees, then cross-check and
refine as needed. Remember to cross-check at
frequent intervals.

section side area as shown. Note that the side area will not connect to the back area (behind 
the ear); the side and back are disconnected. establish a length that complements the 
cheekbone area and creates the appearance of an oval face shape. Cut a horizontal
line between the fingers, slightly elevating and applying moderate tension to the hair; this 
produces slight graduation and a beveled, head-hugging shape when hair is dry. Take fine, 
controlled sections, working up toward the center top of the head. (Optional) Note
that this side is longer than the other side to create an asymmetrical feel to the overall shape.

Continue working in the same manner. Take fine, 
horizontal partings and follow the guideline. Hold 
hair at 45 degrees, so each parting is elevated 
slightly higher than the previous. Alter the degree 
of elevation based on individual hair texture, hairline 
growth pattern and overall desired shape; create a 
tight, flat, fitted nape area with a longer crown area.

Continue working in the same manner as before.
Note that the head should be upright so that each
parting can be elevated at the correct angle.

Chip and point into the ends of the
hair by cross-checking; this will
soften the edges and should not
change or alter the original design.
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Working off a diagonal side parting, take 
a diagonalvertical slice parting and apply 
Prelightening Formula approximately 1/8-
inch (0.31 cm) from the scalp area through 
the mid-shaft and ends.

Continue to take back-to-back
diagonal slice partings (pivoting
each slice parting slightly toward
the fringe area) into the fringe area
for a total of approximately 15 foils.

starting on the side section
(working off a side parting),
take a diagonal-vertical slice
parting and apply Formula 3
half way down the hair and
Formula 2 to the remainder
(through to the ends).

Proceed to the top section.
Working near the crown area,
take a diagonal slice parting and
apply Formula 3 from near the
scalp area to approximately half
way down the hair, and Formula
2 to the remainder (through to
the ends).

Place a foil directly on top of each foiled 
slice parting to ensure the two colors 
remain separated and do not bleed
together (except where the two colors 
meet, in which case the shades should 
be feathered and blended so there is no 
definite line).

Completed foiling procedure. Lift the hair to a level
8 (yellow/orange), then rinse. shampoo with K-PAK
shampoo, then rinse. Apply K-PAK Cuticle sealer for
5 minutes, then rinse. Apply K-PAK Deep-Penetrating
Reconstructor for 5 minutes, then rinse and dry the hair.
Proceed to Phase 2.

Take a second back-to-back
diagonal-vertical slice parting
and apply Formula 3 half way
down the hair and Formula 1
to the remainder (through to
the ends).

Continue working in the same manner 
(pivoting slightly forward into the fringe 
area), applying Formula 3 at the base of 
each slice parting and alternating
formulas 1 and 2 through the midshaft
and ends. stagger the foils where needed. 
Note that the last two slice partings are 
Formula 3 from the base of the parting all 
the way through to the ends.

Continue working in the same
manner as steps 6 through
9 for approximately seven
back-to-back diagonal-vertical
slice partings.

Continue to apply Formula 3
from near the scalp area to
approximately half way down
each slice parting, alternating
the end formula between
Formula 2 and Formula 1.

Completed foiling procedure. Apply 
Base Color to all un-foiled hair, process 
for 20 minutes, then rinse. Apply K-PAK 
shampoo, then rinse. Apply K-PAK Cuticle 
sealer; leave in for 5 minutes, then rinse. 
Apply K-PAK intense Hydrator; leave in
for 5 minutes, then rinse, dry and style.

Continue to take back-to-back diagonal /
vertical slice partings with Prelightening
Formula, pivoting around the head shape 
for approximately seven foils.

Proceed to the opposite side, top
section. Working off the side parting
(toward the crown area, leaving
no hair out at the crown), take a
diagonal slice parting and apply
Prelightening Formula.

“This fitted shape uses graduation and line to create contrasting yet complementary 
curves and lines on a single head. The internal lengths remain long to add styling versatility 
to naturally straight, wavy or curly hair. The perimeter focuses on line to emphasise the 
cheekbones, jaw line and facial features, making it an excellent shape for creating the illusion 
of a perfectly oval face. The nape area makes use of the natural hairline growth pattern. 
Colour enhances the design to create brilliant, high-definition shine – a simply stunning 
look!” 

Damien Carney

“i pivoted from a central point 
around the head shape taking 
back-to-back diagonal slice 
partings. The slice partings 
were shifted back toward the 
crown, then later shifted for-
ward to lighten the entire fringe 
area. shades of terracotta – 
varying levels of copper and 
beige – were set against a cool, 
dark base colour.” 

Sue Pemberton
Vero K-PAK Color
international
Artistic Director
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a look of humble perfection...

Welcome to Heart Lands, a collection 
born and bred in Minnesota, usA, 

just a few miles from Aveda’s 
headquarters. in this collection we 
revisit a time when “handcrafted” 

was a way of life, and people tended 
the land, while the soil and sunshine 

and rain sustained them. You’ll see 
unfussy hair styles with loose ends, 
cuts as smooth as cornsilk, and hair 

colours that echo the setting sun. 
This collection’s make-up is lush 

and varied as a bushel of heirloom 
tomatoes –  and just as flavourful.

Antoinette Beenders
Global Creative Director
Allen Ruiz 
Artistic Director (Hair styling)
Janell Geason 
Artistic Director (Make-up)
Ian Michael Black
Artistic Director (Hair Color)
Ricardo Dinis 
Artistic Director (Hair Cutting)
Damian Foxe
Wardrobe stylist
Jenny Hands
Photographer
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Product Profiles
some of the industry leaders’ newest professional products...

New! Jack Dean 
Tea Tree Oil Body 
scrub Bar
The Jack Dean Tea Tree Oil Body scrub 
Bar is an exfoliating sponge infused with 
moisturising soap formulated to cleanse, 
massage and stimulate the skin.

For more information Freephone Denman 
international on 0800 262509

Want hair that feels and looks so shiny and 
healthy that it actually shines like diamonds? 
Well look no further with the NeW Mystic 
Diamond elixir by eva Professional. Mystic 
Diamond does actually contain ReAL diamond 
powder which has antioxidant and anti-ageing 
properties to regenerate the hair and really 
make it sparkle and shine like never before. it 
also contains argan oil, which is  rich in vitamin 
e to give lots of nourishment to strengthen and 
reduce frizz.

For more information please visit 
www.savvyandshine.com or call 02894 467762

The popularity in semi-permanent hair 
repair treatments has increased over 
the last decade and this new launch 
from Kerastraight is about to take it to 
the next level! Ks ultimate is the result 
of years of extensive research and 
development by Kerastraight both in its 
factory in Brazil and the development 
facility in uK. it  lasts up to four months 
and is a time-saving treatment that can 
be easily adapted to every hair type. 
This amazing new treatment transforms 
hair with incredible straightening power 
whilst strengthening and rebuilding the 
hair transforming it  into super-smooth 
locks that radiate with shine. 

For more information call 0845 459 
0026 or visit www.kerastraight.com

Go Big With Fudge Big Hair
Put the OOMF™ Back into your hair with new Fudge Big Hair; a 
range of dynamic styling and care products which takes volumising 
to new heights. Key to the Fudge Big Hair range is the ground-
breaking formulation – a volumising complex with bamboo extract. 
Natural Bamboo helps overcome the drawbacks common to other 
volumising methods, creating significantly increased volume in a new 
and unique way. Volumisers account for the second biggest chunk 
of the styling specific market (after  frizz), yet more proof that when it 
comes to finessing your signature style, size matters! The collection 
of Big Hair includes a Push it up Blow Dry spray, a Think Big Texture 
spray, Mega Hair Milk and elevate styling Powder.

For further information call 020 7845 6333

Kerastraight Ks ultimate

Diamonds are Forever

structure Pigment 
     Colouring Pencils

Bring out your inner artist and use your hair as the canvas 
with structure Pigment Pencils. Never has colouring your 
hair been so much fun! New structure Pigment Pencils are 
a  stroke of genius and glide effortlessly over hair strands to 
deposit vibrant, statement making pops of colour and are  
available in three shades – Purple Velvet, Fashion Fuchsia 
and Blue Cheer. each shade can be used on all hair types 
and work on both light and dark hair. The lighter the hair, 
the more vibrant and visible the shade will be. Colour will 
wash out after one or two shampoos. 

For more information call 0845 071 2326 or visit
www.structurehair.co.uk



Paul Falltrick SRH is not only a member of 
the Matrix Global Design Team but has an 
eponymous award-winning salon ‘Paul 
Falltrick Hairdressing’ and is a Hairdressing 
Council Ambassador.  Here he shares 
what’s been keeping him busy…

“it’s been a busy couple of months here 
at Paul Falltrick Hairdressing, with plenty 

of international flights and cutting classes 
galore. september kicked off with the essex 

Hairdressing show, where i presented an intimate 
styling workshop for local hairdressers, sharing a 

few of the techniques that have helped me along the 
way. it was a brilliant evening and great to receive such 

positive feedback – i look forward to working with 
them again in the future. 

Next, i headed to the Matrix Destination Fame 
Photoshoot, which took place in London 
over three days. The amazing winners of the 
competition, Rick Roberts, Jonathan Turner 
and Christina Roberts, created some beautiful 
images and they’re definitely going to be 
stars of the future. 

Then, from London, it was straight to the 
airport as i flew to Turin in italy for a three-

day cutting course on behalf of Matrix. This is 
my fourth trip to italy this year as part of a Matrix 

regional tour, taking education to the entire italian 
province and i must say i’ve fallen in love with the 

country. 

PaulFalltrick
Once i’d landed back on english shores, it was time for 
the hairdressing event of the year – salon international. 
i took to the HJ stage alongside my brilliant colleague, 
Ross Taylor to perform a few of our signature cuts in 
front of the international audience as well as meet 
with the Hairdressing Council to discuss exciting 
plans for 2014 in my new role as Hairdressing Council 
Ambassador – there was an amazing buzz all day long 
and i can’t wait for the next year. The event finished on a 
high as i had the honour of being involved in the Tribute 
show.  

As October drew to a close, the pace didn’t start to slow 
down and to the airport i headed once again, bound 
for ireland. i was personally invited by one of Limerick’s 
premier Matrix salons to host a bespoke course, 
which i tailored to the specific skills the staff wanted 
to build upon – these training days are so rewarding 
and it’s amazing to work with hairdressers who are so 
enthusiastic to learn. 

With November knocking on the door, it was time to 
head back to London to meet with the Matrix Artistic 
Team to plan ahead for 2014. There are so many 
exciting things in the pipeline that i can’t wait to share 
with you all next year. 

The next few weeks look set to be just as jam-packed 
for me – i’m off to Norway to help judge the Norwegian 
Hairdresser of the Year 2014 with hairdressing superstar 
Jo Hansford and i’m also prepping to fly to Macau in 
China to teach a masterclass for the internal education 
team. Here’s to a great 2014.    

Hairdressing
Council
Ambassador
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IMPACT BUSINESS COACH David Drew sRsH is very well respected 
in the hairdressing industry, with more than 38 years hairdressing industry experience, he’s had former 
management experience working for top world renowned international salon groups. Following this, 
he opened and ran for 24 years his own amazing (highly successful and very profitable) award-winning 
salons. David is extremely proud to currently be Chairman of The Fellowship for British Hairdressing. A fully 
accredited qualified Business Coach, David delivers inspirational in-salon training solutions bespoke to your 
salon team needs. He is also a NeBOD for ‘PHAB standards’ and offers an affordable confidential private 
coaching & consulting service for salon owners and managers. 

David is offering a generous discount to sRH hairdressers and salons who use him to facilitate training
and coaching solutions worth over £200! Registered hairdressers should contact David to arrange a no 
obligation FRee 30-minute phone coaching session, to see if he is the right Business Coach to help them.

For more information on the service that David offers visit 
www.impactbusinessconsultant.co.uk, telephone 01243 778598 or 07768 242034,
alternatively email david@impactbusinessconsultant.co.uk

the business  David Drew
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Time-4-Change
Why bother to write a business plan?
Business planning helps the salon owner to take 
control of where their salon business is going. 
it is all part of being in control and determining 
what is going to happen, instead of just reacting 
to whatever the economic climate and the 
local competition do. Business planning is an 
opportunity to take some time out and set a 
“vision” for where you want your salon business to 
be in 3 to 5 years’ time. unfortunately in the fast- 
moving world we live in, if you don’t keep moving 
forward then… you might start to fall back!

When writing the plan you need to ask yourself what 
your goals are, what will be different next month, 
next quarter, next year? What changes will there be 
in the way you or the team in the salon work and if 
you have ambition for your salon business, then how 
are you going to achieve your ambition?

Where do you start?
First, you need an honest assessment of where you 
are now. Ask yourself if you have a competitive 
advantage and if so, is it being expressed clearly 
enough. Think about what has happened to your 
clients, your salon, your team and your competitors? 
What has happened with your suppliers? What 
are the KPi trends? (Key Performance indicators) 
Where are the weaknesses and the opportunities?

What is your position in the market? 
Developing the plan requires a review of how your 
business has developed and changed in the last 
year. Make sure you include the following:
Do you have a niche difference?
Are your service prices still correct?
Do you win business only by being the cheapest?
How do you deliver outstanding service? What did 
your competition do in the last 12 months and how 
are you going to respond? 
What did you do well in 2013 or in the last 3 years? 
What big opportunities did you miss in the last 12 
months?

Looking at the next 3-5 years...
Ask what new strategies you need. New products? 
New services? stronger team? Acquire a related 
business? The business plan process needs to 
ensure the inter-play of creativity and structure 
takes place. it involves the key people with 
the business knowledge and ensures that key 
stakeholders are enrolled and aligned.

To develop a business plan needs the stake 
holders to work together to develop a shared 
understanding as to what has happened and what 
is going to happen. Developing strategies requires 
creativity, business knowledge and commercial 
insight; often this requires a balanced team of 
people with complementary skills. The vision 
for the future is a shared understanding of the 
decisions behind the choices and priorities that will 
take the business forward. You need to understand 
how you can develop competitive advantages and 
how you can protect the competitive advantage 
that you have.

The plan should also consider how the business 
builds in some flexibility to enable it to take 
advantage of unexpected future opportunities that 
may arise.

Why the three-year plan is essential
Without knowing where the business is going, 
the danger is that business decisions will be taken 
that move the business in the wrong direction. The 
three-year plan and vision will give clear objectives 
for the next 12 months and add context to the 
budget process. it should then be easier to decide 
what not to do and what is not a priority. 

Clearly salon businesses need to respond to what 
is happening in the local market and with their 
competitors or they will start to lose profitability.

The business plan needs to respond to the market 
trends and also to what the competition, customers 
and suppliers are doing. Be creative, think outside 
the box about how you use your business assets 
and be agile. Flexibility will be a key factor for future 
success and profitability of any business. Be ready 
to amend your plans quickly if need be.

salon owners and key stakeholders should review 
and revise their salons three-year plan every year 
and share this information with the team members.

The next year and the next 90 days
Once the three-year vision is set, it forms a 
framework and action list of objectives to be 
achieved for the next 90 days and the next year. 
For the 12 months plan think through in absolute 
detail what will be different and how you want the 
salon business to evolve.

These become the business projects, real activities 
that will help the salon business to acquire new 
clients and improve service levels. it’s important 
to note that plans are not just numbers – financial 
budgets and actual results are the benchmark and 
feedback / measurement tools.

importantly, once the business owners / managers 
have identified where the salon business is going, 
then everyone now has a “road map”…..A satnav for 
more profitability and more success.

Business owners should form plans that are built 
on an analysis of where they are now. They form a 
view as to how much it will cost to carry out these 
plans and what the likely impact will be on the 
number of clients, margins, costs and then estimate 
the impact on profit. They should set detailed plans 
with milestones and giant charts to show progress 
and estimate the impact on their services, sales, 
Margins, overheads and profits – they then input 
assumptions reflected to the budget.

The plans are documented so that they can get 
input from all stakeholders / financiers and banks. 
This document can also be used to get ‘buy-in’ of 
all team members. it can also be built on and used 
to raise business capital. With a three-year plan it is 
possible to explain changes such as taking on more 
staff, more late evening opening times and open 
later on those late nights or opening on sundays.

The financial plan is the ‘expected result’
The salon business plan contains the analysis of the 
current business. examples of the analysis needed 
could be, but are not restricted to, the local market, 
number of clients per week, their frequency of 
salon visits per year, and during a set period the 
number of services, the average service value, the 
number of retail items sold, the value per client 
visit of retail sold, the number of technical services 
performed and their per client value. The technical 
services value percentage to the total salon income, 
the individual service prices in relation to the local 
competition, the amount of money spent on stock 
in a year, its percentage to turnover, the total of 
salaries paid per year, its percentage to turnover, 
the number of other salons in competition for the 
same demographic of clients and the reasoning 
behind the selection of the priorities for the salon 
should also be included.  

ultimately, however, it is the business plan that 
will drive the business ahead. The budget and the 
accounts merely keep score and show the desired 
surplus profit or the shortfall versus the business 
plan projections.

Take control of your future. Focus on the business 
profitability but most importantly also the
priceand the salon experience match!

Failing to plan is planning to fail! 



On a bad day it can seem that employees have all the rights and 
employer’s hands are tied in trying to run their own business. 

interestingly, though, when the current Government was elected it promised businesses 
that it was going to reduce red tape and thereby encourage employers in the private 
sector to take on staff. in 2012 it increased the period employees had to work for an 
employer before they could take them to employment Tribunal to claim unfair dismissal 
from one to two years. At the end of July 2013 more changes came into force which, at 
face value, are employer-friendly. 

Tribunal fees
Historically there was no fee payable for staff wishing to take their employer to an 
employment Tribunal, it was suggested this resulted in some employees ‘giving it a go’ as 
they had nothing to lose. subject to a means test, employees will now have to pay a fee. 
The fee goes to the Government to help to pay for the costs of providing tribunals. The 
employer will repay the fee to the employee if the employee wins the case. The level of 
the fee will depend on the type of claim as shown below:

Level 1 Claims – these consist of unlawful deduction of wages, statutory redundancy pay 
and payment in lieu of notice. The cost is £160 to make a claim and a further £230 if the 
case reaches a hearing.

Level 2 Claims – these include claims relating to unfair dismissal, discrimination, equal 
pay and whistle blowing (the costs are £250 to issue a claim and £950 if the case gets to 
a hearing. 

settlement Agreements
until July 2013 employers could have a conversation with an employee seeking to 
end their employment, both parties agree a sum of money and the employee then 
signs a compromise agreement under which they agree to leave and not to then go to 
employment Tribunal.  

The problem is that if the employee didn’t want to go down this route and was later 
dismissed they could refer to the conversation at an employment Tribunal as evidence 
that the employer had been looking to get them out of the business.

Compromise Agreements have been replaced by settlement Agreements. These will give 
protection to salon owners who want to talk to employees about ending their employment 
without the conversation then being used against the employer at a later date.

Most employers and many employees will have found themselves in a position where 
ending the relationship is the best outcome, but neither want to go through a difficult or 
hostile disciplinary route.

The new law specifically bans employees from using discussions about a possible 
settlement agreement at any subsequent employment Tribunal. There are detailed 
rules regarding settlement agreements and you should seek professional advice before 
speaking to an employee. it is clear you can’t bully or threaten an employee to sign an 
agreement and, once the document is produced, they must have 10 days to consider the 
agreement to decide if they are happy with it.

Maximum Tribunal Awards
The maximum payout at Tribunal for unfair dismissal is £74,200. Very few, if any, employees 
receive that much, or even a figure approaching this, but it’s a frightening figure and is 
often quoted by applicants or their representative to frighten employers. since the 29th 
July 2013 the £74k will remain the maximum payout but there has been a significant 
change. An employee can now be awarded this maximum figure as compensation for 
unfair dismissal OR one year’s pay, whichever is less. Clearly few employees earn £74,000.

Minimum Wage increase – A Reminder
Finally just a reminder the National Minimum Wage changed on 1st October 2013; the 
new rates are as follows
Aged 21+ £6.31 per hour
18-20 years £5.03 per hour
under 18 years £3.72 per hour
Apprentices £2.68 per hour

David Wright BA (Hons) FiPD, advises HABiA and a range of salons. For an all-inclusive fee of £200 per annum you are able to contact him 
with all your employment queries. He will write your contract, set of policies, application forms, salon handbook and send you a monthly 

newsletter full of helpful tips and advice. The fee is all-inclusive no matter how many times you need him. Contact David on 07930 358067, 
01522 831061 or email info@davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk. You can also take a look at his website at www.davidwrightpersonnel.co.uk
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Join the growing 
number of hairdressers 
worldwide who use 
this fantastic product

•    Speeds up processing time
• Better coverage of grey hair
•    More comfortable for the client
• Unique Thermal Technology
• Kinder to the environment
• More professional appearance

•    Full head colours
• Root tint
• Foils
• Perms
• Relaxers

• No need for expensive 
processors

• No storage space problems
• Kinder to client’s scalp
• Process several clients under 

heat at the same time
• No juggling seats at busy times
• No washing, just wipe clean

Too busy to call during the day, or seeing this out 
of hours? 

Email us your number and we’ll call you back:

info@professionalhairspa.co.uk

www.phdhairsupplies.co.uk/hairspa

SPECIAL 
OFFER £39.95 plus VAT

Save 20%

Order Now: 01582 690079Order Now: 01582 690079

Delivery
To The UK

FREE

30
DAY
Money Back
Guarantee
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For more information or
 to place an order call 

01772 708 930
or email 

sales@transcon.co.uk 
www.transcon.co.uk

HairSecret 360
The ideal product to enhance your sales 

opportunities o� ering an additional in-salon 
service and encouraging a retail purchase for 

use at home. 

With appeal to both men and women, HairSecret 360 
is both a male grooming product and female cosmetic.  
HairSecret 360 can be used to enhance the appearance, 

provide a temporary root re-touch or used every day. Easy 
to apply, it provides the user with a simple solution to cover 

root re-growth or thinning hair.

HairSecret 360 is made from 100% natural, cotton rayon 
� bres that are electro-statically charged to instantly 

adhere to hair on contact.  Easily applied, HairSecret 360  
immediately disguises scalp show through and root re-

growth. Hair is transformed to look thicker and fuller and 
once � xed in place is resistant to both wind and rain.

7 COLOURS AVAILABLE
For Men

Black - Dark Brown
Medium Brown- Medium Blonde Red 

Brown - Grey
For Women

Black - Dark Brown
Medium Brown - Medium Blonde 

Auburn - Grey

For Men 
and 

Women!
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All of the latest products described here are available for our lucky readers to win, and it couldn’t 
be easier to enter – simply email your name, address and registration number to jo@haircouncil.
org.uk and put the name of the product in the subject line. Alternatively you can send your details 
on a postcard to The Hairdresser Giveaways, Hairdressing Council, 30 sydenham Road, Croydon, 
surrey CR0 2eF. Remember to include your registration number and a contact telephone number. 
You can enter once for each product giveaway (postcard entries can all be sent in one envelope). 
All entries will be placed into a prize draw and the winners will be drawn at random.

Great Giveaways

Win a set of 
beautiful soaps
The Bakewell soap Co have launched

stunning new soaps.  They are made from
luxury handmade recipes and come together

as a truly beautiful gift box of treasure for your
skin. Free from parabens, each of the soaps

has been carefully hand-crafted from
premium botanicals, plant essences and

herbal infusions.  They incorporate the very
best that nature has to offer combining a
gentle cleansing experience with carefully

balanced nutrients that help restore skin to its natural luster 
leaving it feeling softened and moisturised.  Recipes include 

Orange, Cinnamon and Clove and Gold, Frankincense and 
Myrrh. For further information visit www.bakewellsoap.co.uk 

Set to
win!

5 sets
to win!

5 to
win!

3 to
win!

1 to
win!

Glamour just 
got comfortable, 
seriously.
HeadBed, head and neck support 
accessory for ultimate wash basin
comfort. 

We all know that customer
comfort is one of the utmost
priorities at any salon.  so
enhance your customers’
experience with the all new and
remarkable ‘HeadBed’, a head and
neck support accessory for ultimate 
back wash basin comfort.    

Launched at the sydney Hair expo 2013, 
the Australian product ‘HeadBed’ is 
revolutionising back wash treatments 
around the globe.  The medically endorsed 
product is an ergonomically designed head 
and neck support cushion and is so versatile 
it can fit any standard back wash basin.  The 
HeadBed is made from the highest 5-star 
grade silicone rubber, is hygienic, very soft 
and durable for 1000s of washes.    

For further information please contact  
Adrian@headbed.com.au or call 
07739 409 930

JOiCO Body Luxe Range
Developed for fine, limp hair, the newly reformulated and 
repackaged JOiCO BodyLuxe range actively increases 
hair’s diameter by up to 40%, improving thickness, root lift, 
volume and shine, without weighing the hair down. Perfect 
for boosting body and style longevity, the five product 
strong JOiCO Body Luxe range maintains hairs softness and 
brushability, leaving tresses glossy, full and volumous. 
For more information please call 0845 071 2326 or visit 
www.joicoeurope.com

intense Boost Treatment Masks
Kerastraight has developed two revolutionary conditioning products designed 
to smooth and renew hair from the inside out. The Protein Mask and Moisture 
Mask have been formulated using the same breakthrough protein technology 

as Kerastraight’s revolutionary professional salon treatment to ensure hair is 
in the optimum condition for further treatments and styling. intense Boost 

Treatment Masks by Kerastraight are designed for all hair types and are a really 
effective way to maintain and enhance hair in between salon treatments as well 
as replenish the hair after chemical processes such as colouring and highlights.  

For further information call 0845 459 0026 or visit www.kerastraight.com

New structure 
Animate
Pump up your style with new structure 
Animate Bodifying styling Crème, the latest 
must-have product from the red hot salon 
range synonymous with spontaneous 
styling and staying power.

Perfect for bringing limp, boring hair to life, 
structure Animate boasts multiple benefits, 
enlivening hair in four ways that really 
count: boosting body and volume; adding 
moisture and shine; strengthening hair by 
making it more resistant to breakage  and 
adding definition and separation.

Available exclusively through salons, 
structure is positioned to appeal to 
sophisticated consumers of both sexes with 
a sense of style, humour and individualism. 
The monochrome packaging and edgy 
tattoo-style logo and graphics resonate in 
particular with the 18-35 age group. 

For further information call 0845 071 2326  
www.structurehair.co.uk
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remy, brazilian, indian and synthetic 
hair extensions available

 
clip-ins, pony tails, wefts and wigs

no minimum order

sleek hair’s full range of 
hair solutions:
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Master Craftsman

Join the likes of Andrew Barton  and thousands of other industry professionals in celebrating your skills and qualifications by applying to become 
recongnised as a master of your craft. If you have been a State Registered Hairdresser for over two years and have management and teaching 

experience you may be eligible to become a Master Craftsman in Hairdressing. This prestigious and select hairdressing award puts you among the 
cream of British hairdressing. The Master Craftsman diploma comes in four different formats: a Diploma in a stylish, specially made frame,  a silver 
metal plaque on a black mount in quality silver frame, a burnished brass metal plaque, mounted on dark wood, or a silver metal plaque in a modern 
look acrylic frame.All new Master Craftsmen will be listed on the new Hairdressing Council website – see your name at www.haircouncil.org.uk

For more information on how to become a 
Master Craftsman contact the Hairdressing 
Council on 020 8760 7010.

Congratulations to these new Master Craftsmen:
Trisha Buller Herfordshire

Pauline  Maund Derbyshire

Carol A Reddick Rochester

David G Drew Chichester

Linda M Jackson Christchurch

Rosemary  Sullens Cornwall

Stephen  Tooth Staffordshire

Sharon J Stagg East Coker

Nicola M Kerr Dorset

Gaynor D Roberts Llanddrindod Wells

Kathryn Longmuir Aberdeen

Anne  Weck Oxford

Elaine A McMullen Maes-Y-Coes

Nanette  Henderson Chorley

Lisa M Collins Essex

Luke C Mathews Cardiff

Judith  Hawman Devon

Lesley  Gray Kent

Georgette  Perrins Bournemouth

Inanch  Emir Herts

Katheryn  Hayward Shropshire

in Hairdressing

You too    can become a

Melissa  Dewbrey Hertfordshire

Keeley  Hurst Glasgow

Wendy  Martini East Sussex

Denise  Binning Cheshire

Aimee  Culverhouse RCT

Francesco  De Lellis Ipswich

Caroline  Prades Wiltshire

Irene A Noulis Wanstead

Natalie  Lupton Herts

Jesko Wilson-Gielnik Newcastle Upon Tyne

Susan  Bennett Suffolk

Stella  Davidson Fife

Lee  Staff Kent

Andrew S Cole Isle of Wight

Claire  Ring Oxfordshire

Greca Cristiana  Sulas London

Erik  Lander Northants

Louise  Bird Staffordshire

Janice  Hill Kent

Sheriff  Mehmet London

Robert  Rix Southport



Master Craftsman
in Hairdressing
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We’ve been busy working with you to redesign 
Wella Education. Look out for some exciting 
new developments in 2014 including a
reinvented master colour programme, a fresh 
approach to business education, inspirational 
mentoring opportunities, lots of new seminars 
and an interactive education app. This is just a 
sneak preview of what’s to come!

Full details of Wella Education 2014 will be 
available soon! To be one of the first to receive 
the Education Book 2014 speak to your Wella 
Account Manager or call 0845 6018 128.

...THINK WELLA

For the latest Wella Education news become a fan of 

‘Wella UK’ on Facebook.

@wellapro
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